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by Jane Montgomery 
Home Economics Sophomore 
';four hee£ anJ loeJ 
/or Spring-
~HOE FASHIONS are on the move this spring. 
l:J We'll be baring our heels and toes by wearing new 
frivolous sandals, although closed heel and toe pumps 
will still be prominent. 
Perhaps the newest trend is the open shoe which 
will make its appearance this spring. Toes will be 
wide open, some being asymmetric. These open shoes 
will feature high, slim heels. Designs include the de 
tailed halter sling and the "T" strap sandal. 
Spring fashions call for the new narrow sh.:>e 
silhouette. Here's why. You'll be wearing suits and 
dresses with higher, wider focal points. The bulk and 
width will be above the waistline, and the skirts will 
be narrow and slim. In order for shoes to complete 
the picture, the broader toe shapes are being replaced 
by the new narrow look. 
The broad Spanish tread and the narrow, but 
rounded, Spanish toe are of high fashion importance 
since they follow apparel trends. Predictions indicate 
that these shoes will be widely accepted. 
The Spanish toe dates back to the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. At this time, the men of Spain 
adopted from France long pointed toes on their boots 
and shoes. Women's shoes resembled the men's, but 
were daintier and more delicately made. Quite often 
they were adorned with embroidery and gold braid. 
Because of today's somewhat briefer skirt trends, 
style calls for an occasional ornamented toe. The 
trimmed opera pump is expected to be a spring leader. 
Delicate piping and stitching, underlay and overlay 
will prevail. 
Big bows will be revived, too. They'll be perched on 
pointed Spanish toes or spread like butterfly wings 
over the entire vamp of a wide open sandal. 
The comfortable medium French-heeled pump is 
becoming increasingly popular with all ages. This 
year's medium heel will be slightly higher. 
The French-heeled shoe with its narrow tapering 
heel originated during the pre-revolution days in 
France. The newest version of this heel is the slim 
looking stacked heel which is made by using layers of 
leather. 
Bows, slightly higher heels, new leathers, and sand-
als- that's your heel-toe fashion picture. These shoes 
are designed not only to suit the forecasted dress sil-
houette, but the slim dainty features are designed to 
suit you, too. 
Shoes from Emerhofjs, Younkers 
